
   COMPLIANCE ALERT
 

Shell Oil Products US – Environmental Services 

Photo of damaged product line being held to 
show in-situ orientation 

DATE OF INCIDENT: 
February 3, 2009 

 

SOURCE OF MORE INFORMATION: 
Scott Burkey, Project Manager, Environmental Services – East Region 

 
INCIDENT DESCRIPTION: 
A single-walled fiberglass product line was impacted at approximately 2.5 feet 
below land surface during air knifing (utility clearance) activities prior to 
installation of soil borings.  Air knifing was conducted through an 8-inch 
diameter hole cored in the concrete pavement.  The air knife lance was 
inserted through the top of a safety cone or “debris shield”, used to reduce 
HSSE risks associated with flying debris.  The air-knife was then advanced to 
a depth of 5 feet below ground surface (bgs) to loosen the soil.  After air 
knifing activity was completed, the safety cone was removed from the top of 
the boring.  Loosened soil from the boring was being removed using a hand 
auger with a 2-inch diameter bucket, when at 2 feet bgs, a strong gasoline 
odor was observed coming from the hole.  It was determined that a product line 
had been breached.  Based on Veeder-Root records, approximately 22-gallons of 
gasoline were released into near-surface soil surrounding the product line 
breach, resulting in an EPRS-reportable incident.  All appropriate reporting 
to the regulatory agency and corrective actions were completed associated with 
the product line breach. 

Prior to onsite, intrusive activity, all proper pre-work and utility clearance 
activities were conducted.  The investigation of the incident concluded that 
the ES Subsurface Investigation Procedures had been followed. 

   

LESSONS LEARNED: 
During the incident review, the air knifing 
procedures used during the borehole 
clearance were identified as an area 
requiring further investigation.  
Specifically, did “standard” practices used 
by contractors potentially (and 
unnecessarily) subject a utility or product 
line to repeated stress caused by air 
pressure and/or the air-knife wand itself?  
Could elimination of the “debris shield”, 
air knifing in shorter “lifts” (i.e., depth 
increments), or use of lower air pressure 
have prevented this incident?   To gain a 
better understanding of common air knifing 
practices, several contractors were 
interviewed. 



STANDARD PRACTICES FOR THE CONTRACTORS INTERVIEWED ARE: 

 Use of a debris shield over the air knife boring to reduce or eliminate 
hazards created by flying debris. 

 Clear incremental boring depth (generally 1-2 ft) before removing the 
“debris shield” and the air knife wand prior to recovering loose soil 
from the boring. 

 Use of air knife equipment capable of varying the air pressure used to 
clear the boring. 

 
SUGGESTIONS FOR PREVENTING SIMILAR INCIDENTS: 

 The practice of placing a “debris shield” over the boring during air 
knifing to reduce or eliminate hazards created by flying debris is a 
best practice and should be continued.  In fact, some air knife 
manufacturer instruction manuals mandate the use of a debris shield. 

 Air knife in 3- to 6-inch (deep) “lifts”; removing loose soil after 
each lift (use of a vacuum truck is preferred) to improve the 
likelihood of identifying back fill material or a product/utility line.  
Inspect the boring for the presence of backfill and/or product/utility 
lines after each lift.  If necessary, use a flashlight to inspect the 
bottom of the boring after each lift. 

 Use air knife equipment capable of adjusting the air pressure used to 
clear a boring.  Begin air knifing each boring using the lowest 
possible pressure setting.  Increase the air pressure only if necessary 
to loosen soil.  


